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Övergången till en Single Page Application 
för en elektronisk modehandel

SAMMANFATNING 

Under de senaste åren har modebranschen lagt mer resurser på digital omställning. För en modebutik inom e-handeln är det viktigt att 
veta om det är värt att investera pengar och tid i en modern webbapplikation. Detta examensarbete syftar till att söka praktiska resultat 
om hur övergången från en flersidig webbplats till en Single Page Application kan ha betydande inverkan på en modebutik inom e-
handelns ekonomiska resultat. Detta examensarbete grundar sig i sex månader av utveckling av en Single Page application för ett 
franskt startup-företag inom modebranschen. Applikationen byggdes med Javascript-ramverket React.js. Designen grundas på kända 
principer inom användarupplevelsedesign och människa-datorinteraktionsheuristik. Den dynamiska datainsamlingen från webbplatsens 
besökare användes till en detaljerad kvantitativ analys av övergångens inverkan på de ekonomiska resultaten: Det fanns en signifikant 
ökning på 284% för Conversion Rate. En kvalitativ användarundersökning genomfördes i syfte att undersöka orsakerna bakom denna 
effekt. Alla respondenter svarade att Single Page Application var bättre än den flersidiga webbplatsen. De noterade att lägre svarstid, 
effektiva filter och söksystem och hög användarupplevelse var viktiga aspekter för deras vilja att köpa en produkt. Effekten av att minska 
svarstiden ytterligare diskuterades, så även de begränsningar som finns inom ramarna för det här examensarbetet. En lista med 
användarförslag för fortsatta förbättringar sattes också samman.  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ABSTRACT 
Over the course of  the last few years, the fashion industry has 
begun to focus more resources on their digital transition. For a 
fashion e-commerce business, it is essential to know whether or 
not to invest money and time in building a modern web 
application. This master’s thesis aims at finding practical results 
on how transitioning from a multi-page website towards a Single 
Page Application can have an impact on the business 
performances of  the company, as measured by Conversion 
Rate, Page Views and Gross Sales. In collaboration with the 
development and product team of  a fashion company, this 
master’s thesis is based on the six-months development of  a new 
Single Page Application using the Javascript framework React.js, 
building on known User-Experience Design principles and 
Human-Computer Interface heuristics. The live data collection 
from the website’s audience allowed a quantitative analysis of  
the transition’s effect on business performance, which showed 
positive impact on business performance. A qualitative user 
survey was then conducted in order to further elaborate on the 
causes of  the aforementioned impact: all respondents praised 
the Single Page Application as compared to the multi-page 
website, and noted lower Response Time, efficient filter-and-
search system and high user interaction as advantages that 
played in favour of  their browsing experience and their will-to-
buy a product. The impact of  lowering Response Time even 
more was discussed, as well as the different limitations due to 
the scope of  this thesis. A list of  user suggestions for further 
improvements was also compiled. 

Keywords 
Single Page Application; Front-End; React Framework; Fashion 
e-commerce 

1    INTRODUCTION 
In this first chapter, my aim is to introduce the problem at hand by 
establishing the background for this thesis, and by describing the pursued 
approach. 

1.1 Background 
1.1.1   E-commerce 
With the generalisation of  high-speed internet access across the 
world and especially in developed countries, we witnessed in the 
beginning of  the 21st century a shift in consumer habits: 
increasingly more people are making online purchases, marking 
the starting point of  modern e-commerce. Since then, it has 
become a necessity for businesses to consider the different 
aspects of  web-platforms, making e-commerce a relevant focus 
of  research  — not only in the industry, but in the academic 

world as well, with numerous studies focusing on the various 
aspects of  e-commerce, going from tech to societal.  

1.1.2   Fashion e-commerce 
This migration towards online purchases involves most sectors 
of  commerce, and fashion is no exception. Nowadays, many 
fashion brands (see retail giants — H&M, Zara, Mango, …) 
own an active web platform and there are even some that focus 
solely on digital stores, foregoing physical ones (take fashion 
brands such as ASOS, which sells exclusively online). With the 
rise of  the Web 2.0 in the last decade, it became even more 
urgent for businesses in the fashion industry to hasten their 
digital transition in order to follow the numeric trend and the 
newly acquired digital habits of  their target audience. But web 
technology is a domain where change occurs almost daily. In an 
environment that evolves so quickly, developers and designers 
constantly need to stay up to date, making it necessary for e-
commerces to find a proper and balanced allocation of  their 
resources as well as a meticulously defined web strategy that is 
scalable and can easily adapt new situations. 

1.1.3   Single Page Application Architecture  
The Single Page Application (SPA) architecture is a type of  web 
application that was introduced in the last decade, making use 
of  the AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and XML) technology to 
create an application with asynchronous data fetching and 
quasi- instantaneous response t ime between pages. 
Asynchronous data fetching makes it possible to separate server 
communication and user interface, so that the display and 
behaviour  of  the application are not impacted by the server’s 
responses to data fetching calls [4]. It has become increasingly 
popular in the last few years, with the introduction of  new SPA 
frameworks: Angular, React.js, Vue.js, to name a few. 

1.2 Problem 
1.2.1   Delimitation 
The SPA architecture presents a number of  advantages, 
including quick load time between pages, straightforward 
maintenance, readability, high interactivity and customisable 
user feedback. Yet, very few fashion companies opt for 
transitioning towards SPA. Currently, from the aforementioned 
companies, only Zara uses the SPA architecture for their e-
commerce platform.  

However, given the advantages discussed in the previous section, 
the transition could prove beneficial for the company in terms 
of  business performance. Another argument pushing towards 
the transition is the current state-of-the-art in web-commerce 
usability issues, which I will detail in the literature review 
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section. This is precisely what I will be focusing on in this thesis: 
in what measure can this transition help the company? I will 
evaluate its impact on business performance, by measuring the 
evolution of  the indicators — Conversion Rate (number of  
purchases per user session), Page Views (number of  unique user 
sessions), and Gross Sales — while developing and producing 
the new SPA for the web platform and comparing the before-to-
after values. 

1.2.2   Research Question 
What are the factors of  the transition from a multi-page to a 
SPA architecture, for a fashion e-commerce company, that 
produce an impact on its business performance, as measured by 
the performance indicators of  Conversion Rate, Page Views, 
and Gross Sales?  

1.3 Approach 
I will first present a literature review of  the current state-of-the-
art in Web Human-Computer Interface (HCI) for e-commerce 
and SPA. Then I will detail my method and study design. 
Eventually, I will show my results and analysis, before going into 
discussion and prospects. 

2    LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this second chapter, I will take a look at the current state-of-the-art in 
web HCI for e-commerce, and SPA, by reviewing literature and correlating 
it to this thesis. 

2.1 Rise of new user expectations 
The landscape of  modern web has vastly changed throughout 
the last decade, with the generalisation of  high-speed internet 
access in many countries both at home and at work [1][16], but 
also on the go, as mobile broadband penetration in OECD 
countries (currently 35 countries that signed the Convention on 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) 
reached 95 subscriptions per 100 habitants in 2016 [17].  

As a result, users expect website response time (RT) to be lower 
[14], and they leave websites when the actual RT exceeds their 
expected average RT, even when these websites are known for 
high levels of  user trust and excellent performance - take for 
instance Google [9] or Amazon [10]. In parallel, users also 
expect websites to offer better User Experience (UX) than 
before, richer and more fluid [8]. This can lead design and 
development teams to use web B2B (business-to-business as 
opposed to business-to-consumers) services that very often 
require making API calls which paradoxically raise website RT 
[8].  

In the field of  e-commerce, where keeping the user involved in 
the website is so deeply correlated to business performance [18], 
it is even more crucial for design and development teams to 
focus resources on making User Web Interactions (UWI) [5] 
more engaging and on improving playfulness and web quality 
[2]. Thus, e-retailers face the optimisation issue of  lowering RT 
while improving UX for their websites. 

2.2 SPA architecture as a partial solution 
We witnessed, with the rise of  the Web 2.0 in the early 2000s, 
the introduction of  SPA: an architecture for building 
interaction-friendly web applications using AJAX, making it 
possible to asynchronously fetch new data and thus to update 
the web page without refreshing it [13].  

In this sense, SPAs have an almost instantaneous RT between 
pages, after the initial load time. As a result, a number of  
websites have adopted the SPA solution, migrating their multi-

page websites to SPA interfaces [11]. It is true that SPAs do 
answer a variety of  UX concerns raised above: fluidity, 
interaction, reduction of  resource bloating, to name a few [12].  
On the other hand, SPAs face the issues of  initial load time, 
SEO referencing (Search Engine Optimisation), as well as 
security [12]. E-commerces using SPAs have to face an 
additional challenge: that of  displaying their products, which 
entails waiting for Back-End calls response, in the most efficient 
way. As a result, balancing initial load time and intermediate 
load time becomes essential, especially for mobile usage, where 
initial load time can prove deterrent for users, who often expect 
mobile RT to be the same as desktop RT despite the use of  a 
4G network [1].  

2.3 E-commerce performance indicators 
In this study, I will be focusing on the e-commerce domain, as 
this is an area where both the aim and the assets are clearly 
defined: business performance is strongly correlated to a 
number of  precise indicators to evaluate website performance. 
Multiple studies have focused on e-commerce business 
evaluation, underlining several performance indicators for e-
retailers. To name a few, we have Human VS Bot Traffic, 
Session Timeouts, Micro-conversions, Click Through Rate, 
Conversion Rate, General Traffic and Gross Sales [7].  

In this thesis I will focus on evaluating the impact of  
transitioning for a fashion e-commerce from a multi-page 
website to a SPA architecture, in terms of  business performance, 
based on three key indicators: Conversion Rate, Traffic and 
Gross Sales. 

3    METHODS 
This chapter contains an overview of  the methodology used for my study. I 
will first focus on research method, then move on to data source and 
collection methods. After that, I will describe the development process. 
Eventually, I will go into more details about the qualitative study that I 
performed. 

3.1 Preamble 
Addressing our research question entails establishing a causal-
comparative link between the business’ performance indicators 
and the transition from a multi-page website to a SPA.  

This study is based on an already existing e-fashion commerce 
platform, with a multi-page website that generates significant 
traffic and income for the company.  

My first step is to examine the current multi-page website and 
then to collect data from the initial platform.  

Then comes the development and data-collection phase, where 
I will be designing and developing the SPA version of  the 
website, as part of  the company’s technical and product team. 
My contribution to the development phase will be further 
detailed in the next section. 

After the development phase, I will analyse and compare the 
collected data for the selected performance indicators, allowing 
me to show the results and to formulate a conclusion about the 
quantitative impact of  the transition on the business 
performance. 

Then, to shed more light on the causes of  the aforementioned 
impact, and thus to answer the question of  “why”, I will 
perform a qualitative study that will allow me to identify the 
major factors at hand [14]. It will give me the opportunity to 
explore the motives and mechanisms that produced these 
results, using a Likert scale user survey with five respondents and 



then discussing with each of  them in a semi-structured interview 
for clarification purposes. I will go into more details about the 
design and process of  this qualitative study in the last section of  
this chapter. 

This thesis is driven by the motivation of  discovering design 
paradigms for e-commerce platforms willing to use modern web 
technologies to improve their digital strategy and reach out to a 
wider audience. I will focus on contributing to the current 
expertise with a concise discussion following the results analysis. 
  
3.2 Data source 
In this section, I will be describing the methods used for 
performing our measurements before and during the 
development process. 

I carried out the business performance indicator measurements 
by using various data tracking and collection tools with a Back-
End scripting developed by the company’s technical team from 
the Back-End department. The tools in question are Segments, 
Google Analytics, Zanox Tracking - and we had access during 
the development phase to the business account platform for 
each of  them. We used the available API to enable data 
collection from the Front-End code and were able, after 
production, to get the data in CSV files and graphs directly 
from Tableau, a data managing software. Because of  
confidentiality limitations, I am not able to disclose raw data for 
Traffic, Gross Sales and CR. 

I have a disclosure limitation for the use of  the collected data in 
this thesis: no raw data for the business performance indicators 
can be disclosed. However, evaluating the changes and 
fluctuations has been approved, and this is what I will be 
focusing on. 

3.3 Data collection and analysis 
I collected data generated by the multi-page platform for a 
duration of  22 days, starting from the 2016/10/02 to the 
2016/10/23. Then came the launch day of  the SPA. Prior to 
production, the company personnel tested the SPA for two 
weeks. This test phase was not subject to data collection.  

Starting from the launch day, on the 2016/10/24, I collected 
data generated by the SPA, up until the 2017/02/01.  

In the Results chapter, I will be focusing on different sub-
sections of  this period: a first period that goes from the 
2016/10/24 to the 2016/11/11, and a second period that goes 
from the 2017/01/09 to the 2017/02/01. 

The decision for stopping the analysis, for the first period, on 
the 2016/11/11 is based on the fact that the company started 
the Black Friday promotions on the 2016/11/19. In order to 
minimise the influence of  external factors on the data - for 
example, people restraining from purchasing in anticipation of  
the sale, or people starting to buy a lot because of  the sale - I 
decided to stop my analysis for the first period one week prior to 
the beginning of  the sale.  

Indeed, an important variable to discuss is that of  seasonality, 
whose impact cannot be neutralised. For a fashion e-commerce, 
business performance is highly impacted by seasonal events, 
with external causes such as marketing campaigns (Annual 
Black Friday), holidays or popular culture days (Christmas/New 
Year season) [3]. I couldn’t access the data for this period from 
previous years, so I couldn’t compare to similar data either. For 
the purpose of  minimising this impact, and because these events 
did occur during our development phase (which spanned a 

period of  a little bit more than four months), I have had to cut 
out from the analysed datasets the periods where seasonality 
impacted the data, that is to say during the three 
aforementioned events. 

When performing t-tests on our results, we use the following 
notations. 

Hypotheses Ho = μ1 - μ2 = 0 or  Hα = μ1 - μ2 <0.  
The significance level with which we test is α = 0.05.  

3.4 Iterative development process 
The development process of  the company is agile, and we are 
using the SCRUM methodology [15]. As a result, we are 
iterating through multiple cycles of  design - development - test - 
production.  

As part of  the technical and product team in the company, I was 
in charge of  Front-End development, in tandem with the Front-
End Lead Developer of  the team. We divided the tasks equally 
between us during each week’s meeting, following the SCRUM 
methodology process, with the SCRUM master’s arbitrage [15]. 
Because we mutually reviewed our work and discussed issues 
with each other, we were both responsible for the entirety of  the 
SPA: by knowing every bit of  code - that which was written by 
me and that which was written by him, every Front-End issue 
could be resolved by either one of  us, and we were equally 
called out on bugs and problems. The Back-End part was the 
responsibility of  the Back-End team, comprised of  three Back-
End developers. We discussed a lot with them in order to 
maximise performance and to normalise our code. 

To be more specific on my contribution in the code, I developed 
the first and second iterations of  the homepage, the first 
iteration of  the Checkout system (up until payment, where I 
worked on iDeal checkout while my Front-End colleague 
worked on Paypal checkout and Credit Card checkout), the first 
iteration of  Profile system, the second iteration of  the Product 
pages and the second iteration of  the Category pages. 

We have used an agile development process that allowed the 
team to go through sprints: circular phases of  design that 
enabled us to be more dynamic and release updated versions of  
the retail website with shorter time to market. For this study, I 
will batch these sprints into two major iterations, as each one of  
them focuses on a specific aspect of  the SPA. In this section, I 
will be describing each of  the two iterations in more details, 
while I will cover separately the impact from each of  them in 
the Results chapter.  

The first iteration centres around pure Front-End development. 
We have used the same Back-End stack as was used for the 
multi-page website, merely adding caching technology to it. As 
collection and category pages need to wait for a response before 
displaying, and given that Back-End calls RT are practically 
unchanged, I will be able to measure the impact of  a Front-End 
transition from multi-page to SPA. 

The second iteration will embark a new Back-End structure for 
collection and category pages, with faster RT for Back-End calls. 
This implies the subsequent Front-End improvements necessary 
to integrate to the new Back-End structure.  

I will thus be able to compare the results from our first iteration 
to our second iteration. The main difference between the two 
iterations being respectively: an overhaul of  the Front-End 
structure for the first one, versus faster RT for Back-End calls for 
category and collection pages. Comparing the changes 
developed for each iteration and their respective impact on the 



key performance indicators will allow me to derive our 
assessment of  each iteration.  

3.5 User survey and interview 
My qualitative analysis is based on a user survey followed by 
semi-structured interviews, which I will detail in the next 
paragraphs. 

The user survey was created using Google Forms. I sent its link 
to the respondents. It consisted in Likert scale and open 
questions. I divided the survey into six sub-sections. A first 
section on the respondent, in order to confirm their belonging 
to the company’s target audience. It was also useful, in a second 
section, to know a bit more about their e-commerce habits, in 
order to shed light on different subtleties in their answers. Then, 
the third section consisted of  an assessment of  the original 
multi-page website’s product page. I asked the same questions in 
the fourth section, this time on the SPA’s product page. The fifth 
section essentially aimed at confirming the results of  the two 
previous sections by comparing the two pages. This gave me the 
possibility to know, strictly in terms of  design, the influence of  
the transition on user experience. I then focused the last section 
on the browsing experience, by making the respondents execute 
a 5-minute free browsing test with an entire purchase flow on 
the SPA, comparing it to a reference multi-page website. If  I 
was physically there (which happened in two out of  five cases), I 
witnessed and took notes on the browsing test, otherwise, the 
participants recorded a screencast and sent it to me afterwards. 

Following the survey, I asked the respondents a few clarifying 
questions, mainly on their answers to the survey, but also on 
their feelings during the free browsing test. These interviews 
lasted on average 10 minutes and I started them from 10 
minutes to 30 minutes after the completion of  the survey. I was 
able to live-interview two out of  five, and the other three were 
interviewed either by Skype or by instant messaging. I had to 
translate one participant’s answers from French to English. 

I recruited five respondents belonging to the company’s target 
group: I based my choice on their age, gender, home country 
and e-commerce habits. The five people I recruited can be 
equally distributed in the company’s target group, as I strived to 
achieve parity and diversity. The respondents ranged from 
twenty-two to thirty-one years old. There were three women 
and two men, residing in Paris (1), Munich (2), Stockholm (1) 
and Hong Kong (1). This corresponds to the target audience of  
the company, as they have an FR shop that ships to Paris, a DE 
shop that ships to Munich, a US shop that ships to Hong Kong 
and very soon to Stockholm as well. The majority of  the 
respondents engaged in fashion e-shopping between one and 
two times a month, the maximum being six and ten times a 
month. I recruited the respondents by asking in my entourage, 
and choosing them based on the company’s target group. 
Mostly, age, gender, localisation; but also the factors of  e-
commerce habits and technology knowledge were taken into 
account. Most specifically, all the respondents I chose had a 
common educational background in Computer Science or at 
least are technically used to surfing on the internet and on 
modern websites. Two of  the respondents are knowledgeable 
about Web Development, having followed a course on that 
subject. Thanks to that, most respondents are supposed to be 
able to have a critical judgement as well as relevant remarks on 
the SPA. An aspect that I will discuss in the Discussion chapter 
will be that of  diversity in terms of  previous knowledge - the 
fact that I could have, though not in the scope of  this thesis, 
enlarged my recruitment to more than five respondents and 
with less technology knowledge. 

4    RESULTS 
In this chapter, I will present the results of  my study. First, I will have to 
examine the multi-page website. After that, I will dive into a more detailed 
analysis of  the SPA, in terms of  technical and design aspects. I will then be 
able to give an analysis of  the data collected, first focusing on the comparison 
between multi-page and first iteration, and then on the second iteration. 
Eventually, we’ll focus on qualitative results from the user survey that we 
conducted. 

4.1 Multi-page Website 
4.1.1   Technical characteristics 
The initial state of  the website is as follows: a multi-page 
website, developed in PHP using Magento 2.0  for the Back-End 
and their template customisation for the Front-End. Magento is 
an open source e-commerce tool that provides businesses with 
web solutions to develop platforms and solutions for e-retailers. 
It builds on MySQL for database management system and 
employs several elements from Zend.  

4.1.2   Design details 
In terms of  design, the interfaces are simple and sleek, with the 
colour scheme close to the company logo’s colours. Keeping 
Fitt’s Law in mind, which stresses the importance of  size and 
distance in UI, the focus was kept on important elements using 
size scale [20]. Given that it’s a fashion e-commerce, I can also 
notice a particular attention on thumbnails, with high-resolution 
pictures.  

We followed these guidelines for the development of  our new 
SPA as well, as they are, in general, relevant to the brand’s 
design identity and philosophy. The main template structure is 
as follows: header / dropdown top-bar / content / footer.  

As customisation is not that straightforward with Magento due 
to the necessary but heavy XML manipulation it entails, there 
were no special pages for categories or pop-up shops.  

4.1.3   Business considerations 
The executive board of  the retail company made the decision to 
switch from a multi-page website to a SPA after careful 
consideration of  the following points, which can be listed as the 
standard pros and cons of  a method versus the other.  

First, the need for more interactivity. Creating user engagement 
and playfulness is essential in the process of  building a 
relationship based on trust and quality with the user [2]. This 
establishment prepares purchase and revisits from the user.  

Then, based on the fact that SPA lowers RT for basic websites 
[12], and because a low RT has a positive influence on users’ 
willingness to purchase [14], we came to the hypothesis that 
SPA will boost business. 

There are numerous external variables involved: interactivity, 
seasonality, and most of  all, the fact that RT depends on the 
response of  the Back-End. For an e-commerce business, this 
makes it difficult to predict the outcome. Thus, it is relevant for 
this study to develop this prototype and to test it, in order to 
analyse the resulting data and to deliver the results. 

4.2 Development of the SPA 
4.2.1   Technical characteristics 
We developed this SPA using HTML/CSS/JS ES6. In terms of  
Front-End development: The SPA framework we use is React.js 
15.3.0, with react-redux 4.4.5 and react-router 3.0.0.  



We also use the following libraries: 
• algolia 3.18.1 for our search module 
• jquery 3.1.0 for general development 
• lodash 4.15.0 for general development 
• swipe-js 2.0.3 for user swipes gestures 

We use the following node-modules to help to compile the 
development and production environment: babel, express, 
webpack, less.  

The company’s Magento XML API serves all website calls to 
the Back-End. 

As detailed in the Methods section, I took part in the 
development and design phases for the SPA. However, nor was I 
part of  the initial decision of  switching towards SPA, neither did 
I play a role in deciding which technical stack to use.  

4.2.2   Design details 
We designed the interfaces with the idea that the website should 
look and feel like a native application - both on smartphones 
and on desktop, with immediate user feedback and high 
interactivity.  
With that in mind, the main focus was to have, with every user 
action, a clear visual response from the app.  

4.2.3   Product: the SPA 
We gave particular thought to the category pages and to the 
checkout pages. Category pages are where users usually spend 
the most time on average [6]. As such they should be designed 
in a way that makes them want to keep scrolling with an infinite 
scroll feature, but at the same time be able to easily find what 
they are looking for, via filtering options on the sidebar with 
drop-down filter tools (Figure 1). 

On the other hand, checkout pages are the place where it is 
most likely to lose engagement: the first step of  checkout causes 
a break from the rest of  the website in terms of  UX, and takes 
the user to a completely different flow - this is where the values 
of  trust and quality come in [19].  

If  we consider a user who is new to the website and who does 
not have an opinion on the brand, it is important that they are 
not confused by the checkout and do not feel like they do not 
understand what is happening. In other words, we must make 
the user flow intuitive and non-intrusive in the checkout.  

We thus decided to design a clear checkout process with few 
things to worry about, except checking out. As such, no flourish 
or special interactions, just clean-cut pages that go straight to 
the point. I will now detail the checkout process. 

First, the user adds a product to their cart. This prompts the 
appearance of  the cart modal window, which is a sliding panel 
that opens on the right-hand side of  the page, with a Click To 
Action (CTA) that starts the whole checkout flow and takes 
them out of  the regular user browsing flow (Figure 2).  

They can decide to click on the CTA (here, “Valider le panier”), 
or continue to browse and add more products to their cart.  

For lack of  a proper Back-End solution, we do not have guest 
checkout yet. So, the user needs to either be connected or to 
create an account for them to be able to checkout. If  we assume 
they decide to check out now, there are two possible scenarios, 
based on whether they are connected or not.  

Figure 1. Category Page Filter Sidebar

Figure 2. Cart in right modal window



Figure 3. Login/Signup Page

Figure 4. Cart on the right side during checkout process

Figure 5. Shipping method

Figure 6. Shipping information (standard)

Figure 7. Shipping information (Mondial Relay)

Figure 8. Payment method



If  the user clicks on the CTA and is not connected, the CTA 
prompts a Login or Signup page (Figure 3). The user can enter 
their credentials or use Facebook connect. If  they are 
connected, the checkout flow begins directly (Figure 5). The 
Checkout page is vertically divided into two parts, the left part is 
the process, and the right part is the cart that the user can 
update with promo coupons (Figure 4). The first step is shipping 
method (Figure 5). The user can choose between two shipping 
methods: Standard and Mondial Relay. Clicking on the method 
selects it, and then the user can click on the CTA to validate 
their choice. If  they want to retreat back to the original website, 
there is a link on the bottom left side of  the page that can take 
them out of  the checkout process.  This does not clear their 
cart. They just land on the homepage with the cart modal 
window open. 

Then comes the shipping information part, with two options: 
Standard (Figure 6) or Mondial Relay (Figure 7). Eventually 
comes the payment method where the user chooses the method 
and pays (Figure 8). They can do it either directly on the website 
or through a web service like PayPal that redirects them to a 
payment page until it is validated. If  the user pays using Paypal, 
and finish the Paypal payment, they are then redirected to the 
SPA’s Checkout page thanks to a Back-End hook that listens for 
the action of  “payment completed and validated”.  

In terms of  interactivity, we have also added a few special 
category pages, to up excitement and user engagement. We 
have designed what we call capsule collection pages - an 
intermediate page between category and product pages.  The 
main feature of  these pages is that they contain special media, 
for example, auto-play videos (Figure 9) or playlists, and special 
pushes for products or subcategories (Figure 10). 

4.3 Quantitative Analysis 
In this section, I will first focus on the transition from multi-page 
to SPA, and then on the second transition, from first to second 
iteration. 

4.3.1   Multi-page to first iteration of  SPA 
First, I will take a look at the evolution of  Page Views (PV) from 
the 2016/10/02 to the 2016/11/11 which is our first iteration 
data collection period (Figure 11). 

As said earlier, the data counts one page view when one unique 
user (by IP) session is started. We could also call it Unique User 
Session to be more precise. Because I can not disclose the 
numbers here, the scale is hidden, but I can still focus on the 
fluctuations of  the data. The linear forecast trend line shows a 
slight increase over this period, and one can wonder whether 
this increase could be linked to the transition. However, upon 
closer examination, there was no particular jump or increase 
after the day of  the launch. The big spike, resulting in a 16% 
increase, starts around the  2016/11/07. We have made no 
major change in the SPA around that date. I suspect this jump 
might be linked to the upcoming Black Friday sale: a positive 
anticipation where users come to check the products 
beforehand. If  I exclude the last three days from our analysis, 
which might be impacted by the Black Friday sale, the average 
number of  PV had a non-significant 4% increase. Given that 
there was no particular marketing campaign, the main audience 
of  the web app did not change. As such, it is relatively 
understandable that the number of  PV is not impacted by the 
transition. 

I can now examine the evolution of  Gross Sales (GS) in this 
period (Figure 12).  

Figure 9. Capsule Collection with Introductory video

Figure 10. Capsule Collection with Product Pushes

Figure 11. PV per day (2016/10/01 - 2016/11/11)

Figure 12. GS per day (2016/10/01 - 2016/11/11)



The data shows the number of  euros gained from sales per day. 
I will focus on the evolution of  the data.  

A rough preliminary analysis suggests a slight increase in GS 
following the launch. I will confirm this by performing a pool t-
test assuming unequal variances, in order to do inferences for 
the two populations set means. I have verified the three 
assumptions necessary to perform the test.  

We find that tstat = - 7,91 and tα = -1.71. As tstat < tα, we can 
reject Ho with α = 0.05.  

At five percent level of  significance, the data provides sufficient 
evidence that the new gross sales population, from the 
2016/10/24 to the 2016/11/11, is higher than the previous 
gross sales set, from the 2016/10/02 to the 2016/10/23.  

As such, I can confirm that GS evolution is positively impacted 
by the transition from multi-page website to SPA. I will later 
discuss the possible reasons for such impact. 

The last performance indicator I will examine is the Conversion 
Rate (Figure 13). The data computes CR by calculating the 
ratio of  achieved business goal per unique visitor - in this case, 
an achieved business goal is a paid purchase: the conversion I 
evaluate is the transition from visitor to purchaser.  
The transition impacted average CR by 284%, marking a steep 
increase that indicates a positive influence on act of  purchase 
per unique visitor.  

Looking closer, there’s a drastic drop in CR the day that 
immediately follows the SPA transition. This seems inexplicable 
but is actually a mistake I can account for: this 356% drop stems 
from a technical mishap on our end, linked to our redirection 
method. Because we wanted the transition to be gradual in 
order not to cause overload, we first redirected groups of  users 
to a www2 domain from our www (hosting the multi-page). But 
we caused an unwanted incident in the checkout on the 
2016/10/25: users were practically unable to check out during 
peak traffic time, 3PM to 8PM, in the afternoon of  the 
2016/10/25. 

I can conclude CR evolution shows that the transition from 
multi-page to SPA had a positive impact on the number of  
purchases per visitor, which increased significantly. The number 

of  unique user sessions being almost unchanged, it shows that 
the effective number of  purchases increased. This is coherent 
with the fact that the GS indicator spiked up as well after the 
transition. As such, the switch from multi-page to SPA positively 
impacted the business performance of  the e-commerce.  

4.3.2   First iteration to second iteration 
The main feature of  this second iteration is a Back-End 
improvement on the average RT of  API calls for category and 
collection pages. This entails remodelling our Front-End 
architecture, but the changes we made do not have any impact 
on UX or design-wise. What I want to focus on is the impact of  
lowering RT for category pages on business performance, as 
compared to just the switch from multi-page to SPA.  

I will base this comparison on the measurements of  CR and 
GS. As talked about in the last section, the unique user sessions 
were not impacted, and in this case it is the same. 

First, I will take a look at the GS indicator, from the 
2016/12/29 to the 2017/02/01 (Figure 14). 

First examination suggests a slight drop followed by a jump just 
after the second iteration’s production. However, continuing the 
timeline, the overall trend is decreasing, as you can see on the 
blue trend line I have drawn on the graph. It represents the 
trend line for the linear forecast of  GS from 2016/12/29 to 
2017/01/09. 

If  I compare the expected GS from the first iteration trend line 
to the actual GS after the second iteration, there’s a significant 
45% negative difference. This seems to suggest the second 
iteration had a negative impact on GS as compared to the 
performance from the first iteration. This is very surprising 
because the main difference introduced in the second iteration 
lies in RT, and as shown in the Literature Review section, lower 
RT introduces better performances.  

I think this is linked to the data being impacted by seasonality. 
There is a big probability of  the end-of-year holidays leading to 
a slump in GS: If  I take a look at the two days period from the 
2016/12/29 to the 2016/12/31, I can note a big drop in GS. It 
is also possible the next few days are impacted by a de-phased 
holiday purchase trend, with customers buying late presents.  

Because I do not have the means to properly separate the 
impact of  the second iteration and of  seasonality, the results 
from this GS evolution analyse are not satisfying nor clear 
enough to draw any significant conclusion. As a result, in order 

Figure 13. CR per day (2016/10/01 - 2016/11/11)

Figure 14. GS per day (2016/12/29 - 2017/02/01)



to compare first and second iteration, I will directly compare the 
two sets of  data for a period of  19 days (Figure 15).  

The first set will be the CR evolution from the 2016/10/24 to 
the 2016/11/11 and the second set will be the CR from the 
2017/01/09 to the 2017/01/28. 

With a 76% positive difference in average CR, the second 
iteration has more performant results in terms of  conversions 
from visitor to user. But, as we can see in the respective trend 
lines of  the linear forecast, second iteration forecast (blue) has a 
negative slope while the first iteration forecast (green) has a 
positive one.  

As such I suggest the first iteration as a significant boost in 
performance for companies that want an effective Return on 
Investment (ROI), while the second iteration is much more of  a 
long-term commitment for internal stability and architecture: 
the development phase for the second iteration was much longer 
while the results were not that dramatic, and implementing a 
faster RT on category pages suggests a similar refactoring for 
the other pages as well, so another cycle and a third iteration.  

4.4 Qualitative Analysis 
In this section, I will present and analyse the results from my 
user survey and semi-structured interview with five respondents. 

When asked in an open question their priorities when shopping 
online, all five respondents mentioned “simplicity”, or “being easily 
able to find what [they’re] looking for”, or “easy access”. In the 
interview process, I asked for clarification and realised all of  
them were talking about the same thing. 

They were referring to a clear website structure, allowing for a 
user-friendly browsing experience. Participant P2 mentioned 
that she wanted “simplicity of  design and of  interaction, with not too 
many clicks, not too many mouse movements needed to complete one action”.  

Participant P3 also talked about it, and stressed the importance 
of  mobile for her: “It’s very important to me that the website has a high-
quality structure. The interactions also, if  they are too much of  a hassle, 
especially on mobile where I usually do my shopping, it is very discouraging 
and the browsing experience doesn’t feel engaging”.  

Three of  them mentioned high-resolution pictures and 
material/care information in order to assess the clothes’ design 
and quality. Four out of  five stressed the importance of  checkout 

and HTTPS-secure website. Two of  them cited loading speed 
and filtering/search options in their priorities.   

All of  them talked about quality of  content. As the transition 
did not affect the nature of  the website’s content, apart from its 
quality of  display, this point was not relevant to our study. 

These answers were consistent with the respondents’ 
assessments of  the two product pages. Here, a majority of  
respondents strongly agreed or agreed that they found it easy to 
use the functionalities (adding product to cart and accessing 
product information) on both versions of  the product page - 
even though it was much more unanimous for the SPA. (Figure 
16, the first two statements).  

However, the results change drastically for the last statement, 
concerning their will to buy the product: all of  them either 
strongly agreed or agreed that the SPA’s structure and design 
made them want to purchase the product, whereas they strongly 
disagreed or disagreed or were neutral towards the multi-page’s 
product page (Figure 16, the last statement). This shows that 
functionality is not the most important deciding factor for them 
in their willingness to make a purchase. When asked about it 
during the interview, participants P2 and P4 who respectively 
strongly disagreed and disagreed with the statement talked 
about website quality. I quote participant P2, who underlined 
the impact the design of  the product page had on her image of  
the brand and trust towards it: “It’s very important to me, that the 
website is sleek and gives a feeling of  safety. On the contrary, a ‘noisy’ page, 
with a lot of  widgets and unwanted animations would make me have a bad 
opinion about the website”.  

From the comparison, all of  them either agreed or strongly 
agreed that the SPA had a clearer structure. All of  them agreed 
or strongly agreed the SPA made it appear safer to shop on, 
except one, participant P1, who said he was neutral towards that 
statement.  

I asked participant P1 about it in the interview, and he said he 
assessed website security by HTTPS protocol on Checkout page 
or Authentication page, but not on the other pages: “To me, both 
pages were similar in terms of  security, as far as I remember. I pay attention 
to the use of  HTTPS protocol whenever I need to checkout or login, but in 
this case, I did not see any difference”.  

When asked how he felt about the design, the content, and the 
quality of  the website, he added: “I mean, if  a web page had a bad 
design, or content with spelling mistakes, or weird prices, or disorganised 
articles, then I would start to worry”. But here, he felt the website was 
secure both in the multi-page and the SPA. However, he added 
that he felt the SPA was safer to shop on after having 
experienced the browsing test: “I think it comes from the appearance 
and reactivity of  the website, which is close to other trustable fashion 
websites, and also from the HTTPS protocol. Together with the feeling of  a 
serious company conveyed by the website, I had no doubts about the security 
of  the checkout process!”  

The experience of  this particular user highlights the importance 
of  the browsing experience. Indeed, comparing two static pages 
only shows the advantages of  the SPA’s design and structure, but 
cannot show how the overall feeling of  the web app affected the 
user. Of  course, the SPA framework helps to improve the design 
and the structure, but designers and developers can also 
duplicate this on multi-page websites by working on more 
complex scripting and templating. The browsing experience 
brings a new factor to the table: that of  reactivity, of  RT and of  
between-page interaction, which are the most notable 
advantages of  the SPA framework. 

Figure 15. CR for first and second iteration, for a duration 
of  19 days after the launch



From the survey (Figure 19), all respondents either strongly 
agreed or agreed the SPA was clean, professional, well-
structured, provided a feeling of  safety, and made them want to 
purchase on the website. I asked about these positive feelings 
during the interview, and how they felt after the browsing 
compared to before. They all said the browsing experience had 
an impact on their feelings towards the company. P2 said that it 
“comforted [her] in [her] opinion of  the brand”, and reinforced the 
feeling of  safety that came with the product page. P1 said: “The 
browsing test had an impact for me because it has increased the image of  the 
brand: I felt it was a brand with products of  high quality, more 
professional. It’s very important for me, that the website is sleek and gives a 
safe feeling”.  

During the browsing test, I realised every one of  them used the 
filter-and-search system, and on every category they opened. 
When asked about it in the interview, they all said it was a major 
feature for them in the category pages. It confirmed their high 
ranking of  “easily finding what [they’re] searching for” (P5): as the 
structure of  the page puts focus on the products and the filters, 

users can easily decide what to search for and the system does so 
almost instantaneously. This is not a RT, as it is computed 
directly in the SPA - the waiting time equals that of  computing. 
P1 clarified why he liked this feature: “because of  the number of  
articles displayed, the filtering tools make it easier to find items.” 

Participant P4 then stressed the importance of  interactivity, and 
how it played in favour of  his impression on the brand:  
“The general look and feel of  the interface is appealing and yet puts the 
different products at the centre of  our attention. Even more, the scrollable 
layout and the grouping in collections made it very attractive to explore the 
entire website and look for more products. I enjoyed browsing one category 
after the other, scrolling the bottomless pages, to then focus on items that 
caught my eyes, either because I found them appealing or I wanted to view 
their details with the magnifying glass. I found myself  browsing longer than 
expected!” 

This also shows the role of  reactivity and quick load time in the 
users’ browsing experience. 4 out of  5 users (Figure 17) either 
strongly agreed or agreed the SPA’s initial and general loading 

Figure 16. Results from 5 participants (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5) to Likert scale statements on the SPA’s product page and the multi-
page website’s product page.

Figure 17. Results from 5 participants to Likert scale statements on the SPA’s loading 
times.

Figure 18. Likert scale and colour-
code.

Figure 19. Results from 5 participants to Likert scale statements on the SPA’s 
browsing experience 



times were fast, as compared to that of  the reference website. P3 
felt unsatisfied with the load times, and she said: “I found it long 
but the reference website was even longer.” But P3 also said she would 
wait on the page even if  both load times were more than 3 
seconds longer. She said: “If  I really wanted something, I wouldn’t 
quit the page. But if  I was just browsing on the website because I stumbled 
upon it without any purpose, I would quit the page. The general and initial 
loading speed of  the website don’t play a role on my image of  the brand”.  
The other respondents were less lenient on load times: all of  
them either strongly agreed or agreed that they would quit the 
page, were the general loading more than 3 seconds longer. 
When asked (except P2) why they wouldn’t do the same for the 
initial loading, they said it was different from general loading, as 
it happens just once. P4 said it very clearly: “initial load time did 
not phase me, it’s just one time, at the beginning. It’s annoying but waiting 
once is alright”. 

Adding nuance to his word, P1 said that it depended on the 
company, and his already existing opinion of  it: “Loading time is 
not as determinant as having a safe browsing, yet if  each page takes more 
than 4 seconds to load I usually quickly get bored and then I quit the 
website. Unless there is something I really want to buy and there is no other 
way, of  course. I guess it has to do with how much I like the company: I 
think that when there is a fashion company that I know and appreciate, I 
am more indulgent with the loading times than when I am just looking 
around out of  curiosity on an unknown website”.  

4.5 Summary 
In this section, I have shown and analysed the results of  my 
study.  

First, I detailed the prototype we developed and compared its 
technical details with those of  the initial prototype. Then, I 
started the quantitative analysis and compared the transition 
between a multi-page website to a SPA, by statistically inferring 
differences between the measured CR, GS and PV. This 
enabled me to conclude the transition had a significant positive 
impact on the business performance, validating the transition 
decision from the executive board.  

Then, I compared the first and the second iterations. Because of  
the non-ideal production date, I suspected the existence of  a 
significant impact from seasonality on the data, as talked about 
in the literature review section. As such, I decided to compare 
the second iteration CR to the first iteration CR directly on a 
period of  19 days following their production date.  

This led me to conclude the transition from multi-page to SPA 
had a more significant direct difference on average CR as 
compared to the second transition, although the second 
transition had a higher CR but a much longer development 
time and effort. Thus, the second transition could be considered 
as a technical investment for the company. 

In order to detail the cause of  the change in sales that occurred 
after the transition, I then moved on to the qualitative analysis. 
Through a user survey designed with Likert scale and open 
questions followed by a semi-structured interview, I have put 
focus on the major factors that impacted user behaviour on the 
SPA, with an accent on the respondents' decision to buy or not 
to buy a product.  

This confirmed the results of  the studies in the literature review 
section, showing the importance of  RT in UX for e-commerce. 
It also permitted me to cast a light on the other advantages that 
SPA frameworks give. First, the possibility to have fast and 
effective filtering and searching tools, enabling the user to 
quickly find what they’re looking for. High-resolution pictures 
and the user-interactive zoom were also praised by the users. 

The secure checkout and overall serious feeling given by the 
design of  the SPA were also a deciding factor for a majority of  
the respondents: this is where the trust factor comes in, and 
where the image of  the brand can grow. As such, this study gave 
insight on how the transition from multi-page to SPA impacted 
the business performance of  our fashion e-commerce.  

We can quantify its positive influence on CR by a 284% 
increase following the transition, and justify it by the following 
major factors: lower RT, efficient filter-and-search system, an 
interactive interface that gave users high levels of  trust and 
quality, confirmed by the safe and effective checkout process. 
These are all advantages given by the SPA architecture, on 
which our design and development capitalised. This played in 
favour of  a higher-quality of  browsing experience, a longer 
browsing time, and in the end, a higher CR. 

5    DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This chapter consists of  a summative discussion about the study. I will first 
talk about the method I used and the results obtained, and then I will focus 
on future work and ethical aspects. 

5.1 Summary of the results 
We developed the SPA while collecting relevant data. By 
analysing the data and correlating it with the dates and the 
implemented changes for each iteration, these study results show 
a strong positive impact on business performance as measured 
by CR, GS and PV for a multi-page towards SPA transition for 
a fashion e-commerce. Further improving the SPA by working 
on lowering RT for Back-End calls has a positive impact on 
business performance as well, but with a much less efficient 
result than for the initial transition, as shown by the quantitative 
results of  the second transition.  

The results of  the qualitative study also permitted me to identify 
the five major factors that affected the users’ browsing 
experience, image of  the brand, and will to buy the product: 
lower RT, efficient filter-and-search system, clean and well-
structured design, user-friendly interactions and safe, clear and 
simple checkout process. 

5.2 Discussion 
In this thesis’ literature study, a number of  papers that underline 
the importance of  UX/UI design in fashion e-commerce have 
been quoted. Although it is increasingly more common for HCI 
heuristics and design principles to be used and relied upon in 
fashion websites, web development still remains to be seen as a 
major actor of  fashion e-commerce.  

In this study, I have been aiming at showcasing the importance 
of  focusing resources on this particular area, and how beneficial 
it could be for businesses to start investing in more technical 
resources. Still, because of  the scope of  this thesis and its time 
frame, some limitations arose and I will address them in this last 
section. 

5.2.1   Seasonality: validity, reliability 
I studied the collected data with a quantitative approach, and 
tried to find trend lines and correlation between the transition 
and the evolutions of  the data.  

Due to the fact that I performed this study on data collected on 
the go as we developed, I couldn’t avoid the issue of  seasonality. 
Indeed, e-retailers lean on a number of  external variables to 
boost performance: promotional events, holidays, or commercial 
strategy such as campaign on other marketing channels. 
Although it does not perform well for this study, producing 



technical improvements in time for a sale event is 
understandably profitable in a business point of  view. As such, I 
had to conform to the company deadlines.  

On the viewpoint of  the company economics and business 
moves, it is reliable to base our study on data that is impacted by 
the seasonality: specifically because seasonality cannot be 
avoided, it is a phenomenon that repeats itself  year after year, 
and is part of  the current market. It is to be included in the 
studies in an economical point of  view, and calls the matter of  
validity. Scientifically speaking, we would want to avoid the 
impact of  seasonality on the data in order to have strictly 
isolated variables. However, in the current industry, impacted 
data can be considered more than relevant, as they reflect the 
real state of  the market and thus the gross impact of  the 
transition for the company. This shows the subtleties of  
seasonality and the role that this had in my thesis. 

5.2.2   Possible alternatives 

In order to be able to analyse the impact of  the transition with 
data that’s more or less free of  seasonality impact, I switched my 
analysis methods and compared the indicators from the first 20 
days rather than the transition itself, for the second transition at 
least. This is the alternative I chose because I had to work with a 
set of  data that comprised impact from non-isolated external 
data. Although this enabled me to get satisfying results, a better 
planning of  deadlines for each of  our development cycles would 
have been better.  

If  I had access to previous years’ business performance data for 
the same time of  the year - which is, as mentioned earlier, the 
most impacted by seasonality [15], it would have been possible 
to directly compare the impacted datasets and derive results 
from the comparison.  

Perhaps another way to minimise the impact of  seasonality 
would have been to use A/B testing: by comparing similarly 
impacted data, I would have been able to isolate more the 
impact of  the transition. However, the company’s priorities were 
more focused on immediate ROI rather than elaborating on my 
quantitative study. 

5.2.3   Lowering RT: nuances in user response 
During the development phase, we aimed at lowering RT in 
general for all pages. As we stressed in the Literature Review 
section, lower RT is stated as one of  the most important factors 
that makes a user stay on a page. I have indeed been able to 
verify, in the qualitative study, that most users favour low RT in 
their decision to stay or not to stay on a page, in their decision 
to buy or not to buy a product, and generally speaking, in their 
image of  the brand.  

However, I find it important to stress the fact that response to 
RT is slightly different depending on which page the user visits, 
and what action he or she is taking. Indeed, user feedback that’s 
too fast may seem superficial and as such erroneous: for a user 
adding a product to their cart it doesn’t seem too problematic, 
but as soon as payment is involved, a RT that’s too fast might 
induce doubt in the user. There are instances where introducing 
a superficial load time when the RT was too fast was necessary 
for our SPA, in order to balance the pros of  fast RT with the 
cons of  familiar behaviour.  

5.2.4   Non-anonymous qualitative study 
In the qualitative study, I used a user survey and asked five 
people to participate in the questionnaire, browsing test and 
interview. An issue that could be raised is that of  the influence 

of  my presence, or the knowledge that I would read their 
answers. I could have used an anonymous questionnaire, but in 
order to be relevant during the interview session, I had to know 
who said what, and thus, the first question of  the questionnaire 
is their e-mail address. In that sense, it is possible that the 
answers were slightly biased. Still, I mentioned in the 
introduction that the answers are to be completely objective and 
I pitched them beforehand about the importance of  being 
unbiased.  

5.2.5   Recruitment limitations 

The five respondents that I recruited were three women and two 
men, knowledgeable in technology and web. As said in the 
Methods chapter, I wanted to have a qualitative study with 
relevant and strong arguments from expert users. If  I were to 
enlarge the scope of  this thesis, I would choose to have two 
groups of  users - one of  experts and one of  regular users, with 
six people in each of  them divided equally in terms of  gender 
equality. This would serve the qualitative analysis in order to 
have more diverse answers, avoid the bias of  already knowing 
the different stakes of  Web Technology, as well as having a more 
equal gender balance. The company’s consumers is 
predominantly made of  women (64% of  buyers are women), 
but one of  the long-term goals of  the company is to enlarge 
their audience as well, so getting feedback and answers from a 
gender-balanced group can only be beneficial. 

5.3 Further improvements on the SPA 
The results of  the survey showed that a majority of  users 
preferred the SPA, and had an enjoyable browsing experience. 
Most of  them said it confirmed their idea of  the brand being a 
very serious and trustable company. They, however,  raised a few 
issues and gave me a lot of  recommendations that they felt 
could enhance the shopping experience.  

5.3.1   Curated content and dynamic retargeting 
One issue that four of  the participants mentioned is that of  
dynamic content. In the Results section, I did not take into 
account the comments given by the respondents on quality and 
nature of  content, but I will address them now. It was very 
important for almost every respondent that the brand had more 
concrete content for each product: for example, one of  them 
mentioned user reviews, two of  them talked about the 
importance of  product pushes - such as recommendations, look-
books or popular pairings.  

5.3.2   Responsive design on desktop 
Two of  them raised the issue of  responsive design on desktops. 
They said the product page was too tall to be completely 
displayed (in height) on two respondents’ desktops. They 
mentioned having to scroll down in order to view the page 
completely, and said it affected the way they shopped on the 
product page. During development, we strived for the most 
responsive design, and wanted to make it fit most users’ screens. 
In that case, we were constrained by the want to have very high-
resolution pictures on desktop screens, especially for users using 
retinal display screens. But, in future versions, it would be 
important to scale the picture size in order for the page to fit a 
smaller screen.  

5.3.3   Initial load time on Mobile  
The last issue is about the experience on mobile. Two 
respondents tried browsing on mobile and although they were 
pleasantly surprised by the compatibility shown by the SPA, 
they raised a few concerns as well.  



The major one is that of  initial load time: on mobile, most users 
surf  using 4G connectivity. In this situation, given that the SPA 
is currently 16.7 MB heavy, it can take up to 7 seconds to load 
it, in the subway or with low connectivity. This is an issue for 
people who stumble upon the website and don’t know the 
brand, they could be deterred from browsing on it because of  
such a long initial load time.  

In future versions of  the SPA, dividing the Resource bundle into 
two versions, one for mobile and one for desktop, will lessen the 
burden and make it easier for smartphone users to access the 
website under low connectivity constraints.  

5.4 Impact on other areas 
These results actually have an impact on the industry, as it will 
allow for fashion e-commerce companies to invest more money 
on web development and more precisely on building SPA for 
their website. Consumers will then be able to shop on websites 
that are faster, more interactive and more secure than before, 
granting them a higher quality of  browsing experience. 
Developers will be able to find jobs in the fashion industry if  
they wanted to, and this will open more opportunity for web 
consultants to strive in this area as well.  

5.5 Future Work 
I focused, in this work, on the immediate consequences of  the 
transition for the business, in terms of  performance. It would 
seem fitting to further elaborate this research by working more 
closely with the marketing team and dive into more details as to 
which particular aspects of  the SPA are introducing the positive 
impact.  

It would also be enriching to test this method with another SPA 
framework, as not all frameworks are created equal. 
Comparison between the two studies would also help establish a 
clearer listing of  which aspects of  the SPA were more positive to 
the business performance. 

Another aspect to be explored is to try to isolate the influence of  
mobile on the business performance: an advantage of  the React 
SPA framework is how easy it is for developers to program 
compatibility for mobile users. As users are more and more 
inclined to mobile shopping, this surely is an angle that should 
be studied. 

5.6 Ethical discussion 
5.4.1   Data collection and privacy 
In accordance with the EU legislation on privacy and data 
protection, the company informed all website visitors of  the 
data-collection and of  the usage of  cookies for website 
improvement and business purposes. The data collected for this 
study was not used in any personal way, and at all times, I 
focused only on fluctuations and evolutions at a macro-scale. In 
this sense, private data was not used, although it is collected by 
the website when a user registers with her or his profile. Of  
course, there is an agreement to which the user explicitly agrees 
when he or she signs up.  

5.4.2   Opportunities for web developers in mode e-commerce 
As fashion e-retailing is becoming more and more prevalent 
these last few years, the importance of  focusing resources on 
digital strategy has been made clear.  

However, I find web development is still not a priority for most 
fashion e-commerces, although their work can prove quite 
impactful on a company’s business performance, as shown by 
this thesis. This study aims at contributing to resource 

advocating decisions, and as such, at creating opportunities for 
more fashion e-commerce businesses to take the leap and to 
create more job offers in web development. 
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